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The intestinal mucosa forms the largest body surface exposed to exogenous antigens, both innocuous and pathogenic antigens. Consistent with chronic antigen exposure, the gut mucosa also lodges a large collection of activated lymphocytes that under physiological conditions remain in an immune quiescent state. This so-called “gut physiological inflammation” is controlled by distinct regulatory mechanisms, including different types of regulatory DCs and T cells. An important molecule in this context is TGF-β, abundantly produced in the gut and crucial for both systemic and mucosal immune-regulation. Among multiple roles, TGF-β has the capacity to block Th1 and Th2 differentiation and to convert naïve CD4 cells into Foxp3-expressing induced Treg cells. Paradoxically, TGF-β also displays pro-inflammatory roles and in the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-21, IL-1β and TNF, TGF-β promotes the conversion of naïve T cells into effector Th17 cells. This contrasting deviation puts TGF-β as a principal controller of immune responses and underscores a central role of this cytokine in orchestrating the pro- and anti-inflammatory nature of adaptive immunity. Nowhere else is a critical regulation of this balance between productive and suppressive immunity, of more significance that at the mucosal surface of the gut where efficient immune protection against pathogens has to coincide with maintenance of the mucosal barrier integrity and self-tolerance as well as tolerance towards the vast load of harmless non-self antigens derived from food and beneficial commensal bacteria. We recently identified a metabolite of the nutrient vitamin A, retinoic acid (RA), as a key regulator of TGF-β–dependent differentiation, capable of inhibiting the IL-6–driven induction of pro-inflammatory Th17 cells and on the other hand we and others also found that RA greatly promotes the peripheral differentiation of anti-inflammatory Foxp3+ induced Tregs. This RA-induced regulatory mechanism allows for environmental factors to control endogenous immune responses from the outside in. RA-induced immune tolerance however, is not irreversible and in the presence of innate danger signals RA effects on T cells condense but synergize with innate responses in DCs to promote and enhance protective immunity.
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